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ABSTRACT
This booklet examines the components .oit aesthetic

education, reviews score of the current school programs ih the arts,
'and points out some of the needs for impioving aesthetic, education in

.

the schools. .The purpose of aesthetic educatiOn is to help students ./

-experience the joy of beauty. To develop a program of aesthetic
,education, th stages of aesthetid de4elopment that a person goes
through mustobe taken into consideration. Although individuals of the

. same age may be.at difgent stages of development, ail experience
three facets of aesthetic awareness. They ale. performer,', appreciator,

. and critic. These three stages provide a framework for developing a
program of aesthetic education, no matter what the subject area the
learner is studying. Through the work 0 various funding agencies,
btith public, and private, many programsl are now having an4mpact on
the arts'in:the schools. For example, CEMREL, one ofthe'regional.
educational laboratories located in St. Louis, has contiibuted:a-
long-einge currivlum-development program for the arts

'elementary grader.. The Utica School District in'New York has
instituted a pilot project called SEARC in which film makerS'and
poets worked both as artists in residence and as learning resources .

to teachers. If schools are to contribute to. improving the\quality of
life of students, more attention must ,be given to the preparation of

.

teachers An._ aesthetic. education. fAuthor/RMI
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Aesthetic Expression and the
Quality of Life

Nothing is more useful than this art whichizas no use.
Ovid

Asearch for beauty characterizes all cultures. Whether expressed by a
wicker basket or a bronze statue, a "crazy-wyik" quilt or an impression-
istic painting, all cultures have demonst ?ted this continuing need for
creative expression. Throughout history this search for beauty has con-
tributed to a culture's 'quality of life. For some, aesthetic expression,
becomes a career; for mitki, it becomes a leisure:time pursuit. But for
all, it determitles howcAr particular environment is experience

Aesthetic criteria th4t determine the quality of life will vary from
indiv idualto indi idual,tut most involvmspects of how one interacts
with ones environment. For example, an individual finds satisfaction
in a vocation that has pleasant surroundings. In today's society, aes-
thetic criteria are becoming more and more a factor in vocational selec-
tion. Further, with increasing aesthetiC sensitivity, people a redevelop-
mg a new awareness of the relationship between the environment and
the quality of life. g

What part does aesthetic educationjilay in improvingthe quality of
'lifea If beauty is mean( to enhance the environment, then it must biun-
derstood to be appreciated. If beauty is meant to be joyful, then individ-
dais must learn to experience jdy. To experience the joy of beauty, then,
is the purpose of aesthetic education in the schools.

In addition, the opportunities to experience joy are greater in an
aesthetic environment. Motivation is enhanced because of students'
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special attention In the curriculum, they should also permeate the total
curriculum in order to help students understand that beat;ty exists in
all aspects of Along w ith basic skills, liberal education, and voca-

tional preparation, aesthetic education must have an important role in

the lives of students
In the final analysis, if education is to contribute to improving air

ttnality of life in our culture, then the curriculummust include a strong
arts compcinent. In this fastback I shall examine the coviiponents of
aesthetic education, review some of the current school programs in the
ar s. and point out some of the needs for improving aesthetic education
mour schools. 6,

s

desire to.sx{perience this joy. This striving for beauty, both in the en-
tronthent and within the individual, is the basic premise for aesthetit

education in the curriculum. Not only should the various arts receive
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The Arts in Society and E ucation

I muststudy politics andivar so that my sons ma have liberty
liberty to study mathematics and philosophy, geography,
natural° history, naval architecture, nainglion,commerce and
agriculture; in order to give their children a right to Study paint-
ing, poetry; music, architgture. . ..

John Adams

Definitions of,quality of life have varied throughout hist and
these definitions changed as the culture changed. For example, in the

ages the quality of life tended- round baSie life-sus-
taining functions. such as grow ng food. But even in tho, times,
various art forms existedin religious art, in plays performed by r m-

ing actors, and in the songs of the trouba4lors. The tedium of eking ou
a living was relieved by Holy Days when the common folk could turn to
matters not absolutely essential to life sustenance. However, in a period

when times were grim, the qua of life, of necessity, was determined
largely by the tasks of bask stenanee..

At tl# present time the U.S. is experiencing a cultural renaissance
the equal of any in history. Only twice in the previcius history of West-
ern culture, dining the Golden Age of Greece and the northern Italian
Renaissance, haS there been such an outburst of aesthetic activity. The
Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has
provided the ,leisure time that has made Possible the aesthetic revolu-
tion in the twentieth century and hopefully the twenty-first century..

Public opinion in the U.S. supports *reased'eti;phasis in the arts
both in communities and in schOOls. For example, a 1974 Louis Harris-
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poll repo
4

d that more adults attended cultural events than attended
spectator s 1drts events In this same poll 69% agreed that arts are very
in to the quality of life, and 58% agreed that cultural facilities
were very important to business and the economy. Another indication
of societal cpncern for 'the arts was that 9 out of 10 believed that
nmseums,theaters, and musical performances make a community a
better place in which to liv'e, andalmost as many said that more per-
formances shOuld-be made ;wadable. t

/
In addition to the concern expressed for extending the arts in tht

community,his poll also investigated the arts needs of youth's in
schools. For example, 9 out of 10 thought that children should have an
exposure to the arts, 61% of the parents of latc teenagers thought their
children should have more oppoitunines to attend arts es ems, and 4
out of 5 said that art courses should be funded from the regular school
budget. When asked about specific Arts at. ovipes, an overwhelming
number' stated that most arts at ovities should be required. More than
three-quarters, for example: insisted that playing a musical instru-
ment, writing stories or poetns, drawing, painting, sculpting, and
singing should be taught in the set ond.0 schools for credit rather than
as an extracurricular activity.

Another aspect of the U.S cultural experience, based more upon
observation than statistics, is that dot only are more Americans ink
volvell as spemitors at cultural events, buttoore are avvely partici-
pating in such events. One,tnetropolitan area recently survect indi-
cated the presence of 43 community drama groups. Almbst every
thumb has its amateur choir. while most communities have one or "
rpore amateur choruses. The town band is an American Institution.
While many mitre statistics and examples could, lie given, those pre-
otnted should suffice_to indicate that Americans are currently involved
in more arnsfic attic 'ties, attending more cultural es entsind are more
concewed with arts than ever before in our History.

If schools are a mirror of the culture, then an increase in emphasis
upon aesthetics will undoubtedly occur during the next several years.
However, tome prol,lems cloud the generally rosy picture of the
aesthetics activities in this country presented above. Cuts in schools
budgets, a c,ry for "back-to-basics," demands for more rigorous aca,
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dermc standardsall are factors that might dwter the progress Of aesthe-

tic education in our schuol§SFormnatelyfunds from sources other N
than local school, boards are becuining available thrdugh federal and

'state educational agencie§ and private foundations to,eppori pro-
grams in the arts. .

As we enter into. the post - industrial era, people will have more
leisure time in which to enjoy and participate itt 'aesthetic activities.

Demographic st cidtes,show that the number of older citizens is increa's-

ing. Thesepeople. many of w hOm are retired, pros ide a large clientele

yr involvement in the arts. Thus, a tremendous increase in deinandfor
the arts may be expected within the next few decades as the numbers in

this older group increase.
flu%vever, although more leisure time is now available to more '

people than ever before, the're is still a major segmerit of the popular
non w JO is poor and does not have the funds to participate in c ultural

acti% it s. The poor need to experience beauty in its 'many Apects
Indeed, some have contended that it is the desire of the poor for a "good

life" th.i has treated much of the societal unrest of the last 10 to 15
years. W ule it is not my purpose live to argue that such a simplistic ___.---
solution fis the ay.ulafulity df more aesthetic opportunities will lemon
sot teml discontent, certainly, in the name of justice, the arts, which the

affluent Can afford. the disadvantaged shoqld be accorded.
Eq chi ly distressing is that while many are affluent and hav e leisure

time, there is much dissatisfaction in the lives of many people. People
with spa e time do little of w orth s% ith it. With exposure to and partici-

pawn it/ the arts, these people could achieve, over a period of time, ,

greater s'elf-awareness and cuhtiral well-being.
Iii a society where technology lias created-a ser% ice-orientc'd.. -

economy Atul more leisure tirni,
.2, w e could %%ell become a anion of

artists. In such a society there would be increasing einphAis qp de-
g %eloping peoples' perception and sensibilities. Under these conditions ...

the creation and appreciation of beauty would become a priority in im-

proving the quality of life.

'10
r
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< The Process of Aesthetic Development

We are down to the fundamentdl formulas of hfe, in the indsvid-
ual and society, and there we fend our aesthetic principle re-
siding.

Herbert Read

Todevelop a progpan; of aesthetic education, we must take into con-
sideration the stages of aesthetic development. As individuals progress
through childhood and adolescence, they exhibit stages of aesthetic ex- .

pression and impression, not only in the traditional arts disciplines but,
in all areas of schoOl and life. Individuals of the same 'age trity be atclif- -,

. ferent stages of development but thelr ail experience these facets of acs;

thetic awareness. They are 1) performer, 2) appreciator, and 3) critic.
These three sjoges provide a framework for developing a program of
aesthetic education, no matter at the subject arca the learner is
studying. . . - . ,

Performer. Performing; no matter-What the area, is a basic form of .

expression in the arts. The child who sings a nursery rhyme or the
painter whb creates a surrealistic work are both expressing 'themselves
by performing. One of the basic goals in aesthetic education is to have

.

opportunities to express oneself at a level of sophistication that is com-
mensurate with one's personal needs, desiresy. One might
sing in a chorus; paint by the numrers, it parrs in a play, take

1 photographs on tripsall of these are relatively simple modes of vx-
pression which are, nevertheless, quitesatisfyin . Most Individuals can
be expressive at this level in one or more of the arts. .

As individuals become more deeply, involved in any of the arts, they
strive, for a more sophisticated level of expression. by singing in the
local oratorio society, by painting for public exhibitions, or by per-

.1
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forming a lead role in community dramatic productions, among .v.
others. The primary difference hem een these and the more elementary
levels of expression is the degree of personal commitment given to the
quality of the performance. -

At the first level, performing is primarily for the sake of enjoyment
by the perfottner, only the most talented have a deep personal commit-
ment to more mange levels of expression. Most programs in the de-
mentary and second-ay schools operateatthis first level on the assump-

tion that a broad exposure to performing in the v irious..itrts will create

interest in and.opoytnent of aesthetic experiences byi all students
those with spec tall Intel ests and talents will be encouraged to move to
mpre sophisticated levels of performance. .

However; to consider artistic expressjon through performance
alone is too narrow a perspective. The singer with a beautiful voice,
who is unable or um% tiling to listen closely (i.e receiv ing impressinas),

Bat a serious disadvanLige in attempting to become a true artist To be

creative in any art form requires that there -be impression before there.

can be expression. Further, the attention to impression and expression '
should be extended to all areas of life and school curriculum, not just
the, conventional areas of aesthetic education. The middle school
youngster building a bookshelf needs-to be awareof the vilue of a geo-

metrically pleasing design in his construction. A studer6 prepating'a
dish in a- home economics class needs to be aware of how spices c4n,

enhance the taste and ()Chou decorations can make the dish more appe-

/ ming. These, too, are dimensions of quality of lifelhat reflect a deep-
felt expression by theperformer (producers) in whatever field

Apprerattor. Appreciation, - utilizing Harry Broucli's"phrase, is "en- .
lightened chepshing." It implies that appreciation involves both the

17----Cmbtions anfthe intellect. Withinn both thefe an be no appreciation,
For students to become appretiatorsthe-second facet of aestfittic de-
velopmentrequires that the school create opportunitiel for both

., emotidnal and intellectual responses to beauty in 's various mant-
festations and to provide experiences in avaluing pro ss that will givie

stddents a basis for accepting beauty acid the arts as an integral part of
their,lives. Such valuing, if carried into adult life,'could create a dif-.

, ferent type/oP'colture thanrfhe obe we.eurrently kn, j
Er

1 1212
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apprmate is to 13eraIteintellectually and emotionally that
hich is around us; T o appre( iatt- requires that an hulls ulual receive

impressions from the surrourfilings holistually rather than through
the intellect alone. tt is not enough simply to be knowledgeable about
musical form or about a parts ul, r composer's work, to a pine( late, one
should have an emotional respo se to musu al expression as well. Ap-
preciation can extend to a beat tiful sunset, the gra( eful logic of an
algebra problem, as well as to e delightful rendering of a Schubert
sonata To attempt to place a value on any of these experience, or to
judge one agannt ,t he other is fruitless. Ea( h must be weighed against
the ineffable "rightness" inherent in the emotional response it mikes.

In ordeito appreciate, an individual needs to has c experiem es with
a % anety of aesthete areas Out 61 such experiences, the indnjdual will
-ele%elop ( riteria, either intellectual or emotional, for evaluating those
areas.

Critic Criticism, in% oh, bdth analysis and synthesis:is the most
iognitnely sophist u ated of the there( facets of aesth eelopinent,

long with impression and expression, criticism insolvc the addi-
tional task -of judging the quality of artistic phenomenon. The act of
criticism presumes a know ledge of the phenoMenon het gyercened
and of the i null,' used to detemuneits excelfem e. Thus, in the fielni
fine art the (nth should be aware of the history of the art work, the pur-
pose of the artist, the personal fac tors in thy artist's life that may have
affected the,t reation of the art work, and certainly the ( rite must hale
an emotional rem tion to the ideas expressed 'Vie art work. Without
such know ledge the a( t of c rim ism is meaningless. Just as a physu ist
who does not know Einstein's work is not qualified to speak of rela-
tn ity, so an art ( rim ss ho 1s not knowledgeable about the work of
Picasso, is not qualified to speak concerning modern art...Through
exposure to many kinds of aesthetic experiences, students become
aware of the fundamentals of i'ritu ism. They know that certain sounds
and sights are considered more worthw fide than ot7 , en though
they cannot always articulate the reasons why. . t amore profound
level a' critic is able to derive pleasure from the analytical skills in-
% °hied in judging the quality of a wolf, of art and at the same time can
respond emotionally to it.

13 13



rograms in the Arts:
chools That Work 1

Great nations writ their autobiographies in three manuscripts,
Ihr book of their de i , the book of theippords and the book of
their art. Not one of th se books can be understood unless we read

the two others, but of e three the only-trustworthy one is the

last.
John Ruskin

The prospects for aesthetic ech..\cation in ourschools are encouraging
since the larger American cult 4e is stronger in the arts than ever
before. Through the work of varibb funding agencies, both public and
private, many prOgrams are now ha
schools. These efforts, some of which
created a receptive atmosphere.

Private funding agencies. One factor

ing an impact on the arts in our
re described in this section, have

es

ontributing to the increasing

emphasis on/he arts in American culture\ 's the ever-expanding funds

being disb tsed by various private agenct to both community and
school ary programs. An example is the hn D. Rockefeller, III,
Fund. This olganization has developed a comprehensive arts

education curriculum by utilizing community arts resources, by

strengthening individual arts education components, and by
developing interdisciplinary arts programs. In cai' ing out its pro-
grams the Fund has worked primarily with the Leag e of Cities for the

Arts in Education (six large city school districts) and ith the Ad Hoc

Coalition of States for the Arts in Education. This latter ganization is

1 C.:,
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a loosely knit, group representing the state education departments of
nine states %%lose efforts are coordinated by the Ftind. While ntm ex-

p large amounts of money, the John D. Rockefeller, III, Fund
has been extremely influential through the leadership it has provided
and through the intense interest in the arts it has generated in the
carious cities and states involved in its projects This is only one group
concerned vs ith at sthent education, among many. that are available to
educators seeking to improve the arts in-then schools,

Govirnment funding. Even more indicative of wide support for the
arts is the increasing funding from federal and state agencies Three of
the more influential ones are. the Alliance for Arts Education, the edu-
cation component of the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in
Washington, D.C., which is supported by the Center and the United,

05tates Department of Education, the Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory. (CEMREL), sponsored by the National Insti-
tute of Education of the Department of Education, and the Artists-in-
St hools Program, supported br the National Endowment for the Arts

The Alliance for Arts Education was established in 1973 for the
purpose of strengthening arts education on a national level. One of its
first projects was the development state committees composed.of in-
div uluals from the arts and art'education. It was the first congression-
ally sanctioned program for arts education in federal legislative
history. In addition to the establishment of state committees, the or-
ganization gives grants to state and local education agencies to de-
velop arts programs as an integral part of the curriculum. Perhaps the
major contribution of the Alliance has been its efforts to develop a

crrpartnership between performing artists and arts educators at state and
local levels.

Another iniportant federally funded agency working in arts edu-
tation is CEN1REL. one of the regional educational laboratories
located in St. Louis, which is partialry supported by the National Insti-

, lute of Education. Department of Education. CEMREUs important
contribution is its, long-range curriculum development program in the
arts for the elementary grades. A similar program for middle school
grades is under consideration. In order to implement such a broad cur-
riculum development program. CEMREL has co-sponsored teacher

15 1
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training programs rt.. ith local education agencies in 11 centers Mkt( gh-
out the nation (AMA. is the one federally-funded agency that g ves
Its primary attention to the des elopmi.nt of an arts curriculum. In
recent years research has begun to assume a large pla're in its progr m,
but curriculum der elopment still remains the rimary emphasis.

The federally funded program that mar has had the greatest i
pat t on the arts c urru ulum m ifichridual sch tols is the Artists-1
Si hools Program. (See fastback 113 Aritsts as Tar hers) Beginning
1970, this phtgram, funded br the National Endowment for the Art
has been a% adable in ererr stUte and is designed to gise professiona
artists an opportunity to work in elementary and secondary schools t
their disciplines. Almost erets type of artist has participated in this
program at one time or another. Puejs, painters, c raftsmen, music ians,
photographers, dancers, and many others hareasorked in elementary
and secondary schools for rary mg periods of time. Their role is to
demonstrate their particular discipline. with the assumption that
pupils will' dense a valuable experience from watching an artist at
work. At pre si nt inure' than 7,500 sc hools a year throughout ill 50 states
are using this resource.

The decade of the Se% ennes saw support from private, federal, and
41state agencies for the de r elopment of rarious programs in aesthetic

education. )17fiese beginnings, while meager, are nevertheless good
omens fyr aesthetic education for the rest of the century. .

Aesthetic Education in the SChools
in order to understand the teneral («lithium of aesthetic education

in the schools, let us consider three areas, The first area is the ^era!
arts ( lasses that arc offered to or required of all pupils. Using music as
an example, this might inc hide c lasses in singing, rudimentary instru-
im ntal play ing, listening to music , and an introduc mai to music com-
position and costury Ehe second area is performance, which might
include experiences'in r isual art andalesign, vocal and instrumental
music perfuramc,C, acing cl,,Oiiring, and creative writing. The third
area is the aesthetic atmosphere of the total School ens ironmentthe
classroom, the school building, and the school grounds.

General arts c Aesthetic education begins in the general art.,

16_



lasses in elementary school Although, in the last felt years budget
ic-strit nobs hay t c out tht.iiiimbers. muse and art specialists working
duet tly with th thin 0, t elfin ts in cut rit alum deYelopment in the
arts and,support from fOulations, professional assm lawns, and arts
specialists from higher education has encouraged many moosatise
programse Lice geneKal arts areas. There is a recognition that the arts
shouldhe, an 4ssennal part of the si hool experience for all students.

The backbone -'cif the elementary school aesthetic s education
program'has,always been based on cobperation betty cm the arts spe-
cialist and the, classroom teacher, The music and or art specialist
brings a wealth of knowledge and tee hniques that benefit both the stu-
dents alldfhe 14ssrocm wit her, hut spec talk c an neyer be a substi-
title for an aesthetu ally oriented ele una% classroom teas her w ho
works with Students six hours a day.

In the elemendry grades in a few School districts there are sonic
innoyame aesthetic education programs that can serve as models for
the rest of the nation The Birmingham, klabama, Public Schools,
with the cuoperationof the Junior League of Birmingham, the federal
goYtrimit nt. and some corporate funding, has des eloped a pilot Arts in
Education prograin at LakeYiew Elementary School. This exemplary
program has been reported in drts to Education Partners The Lake
stew program attempts to integrate the arts into all areas of the cur-
ru ilium through the use of «umminity artists in the schoiil and
through field trips. The Alabama Sc hool of Fine Arts has cooperated by
offering spt' ral anstruttu rn in instrumental play tug, dam e*ind crea-
tive dramatics.

The Utica Sc hool District in New Ycirk has instituted a pilot.pro-
ject called SEARCH (Search for Education through the Arts, Related
Content, and the Humanities), which is sponsgred b3,-) the New York
State Education Department In workshops teachers developed many
units, which were published as ritodels fot use lkother teachers Film
makers and poets worked both as artists-in residence, and as learning
resources to the teachers.

Another successful arts program reported in Coining to Our Senses
is the Cultural Arts Program developed by the Goleta Union School
District in California. This district sponsored a series of inservice work-

17
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shops fprfpr teachers with the cooperation of local artists, whict culmi-
nated in the formation of a Teachers' Council for the Arts. Student
workshops in music and drama and the Artists-in-Schools Dance Pro-
gram have developed as a result of this teacher involvement in curricu-

.1urn development in the arts.
In secondary schools general arts classes are'less common, since re-

(pared courses usually end in the middle school. More typical in sec-
ondary SC hools arci-u few eliktit e courses plus strong prOgrams in per-

,..
forming arts. In a few states, such as New York, there is emphasis on
hating arts courses es a possible elective area, but in schools thpt have.
no formal arts courses, a few mini-courses are sometimes offered in
modern music, gutitar, and other areas of immediate interest to the stu-
dents.

One in notative secondary sc hool approach is the separate program),
or sub - school such as that offered by Quincy II High School in Quincy,
Illinois. Here seven separate nuns- schools, ranging from the tradi-
tional academe high school to an extremely flexible fine arts school,
are available to students The idea of.a fine arts high school is becoming
increasingly popular in school districts that are large enough to sup-
port such a separate. program.

Pocatello-High Schoo) in Idaho has moved in a different direction,
by offerinearts-oriented electives within the framework of the tradi-
tional subject matter. For example, it offers mini-courses within the
framework of its English, program (e.g.:folk rock poetry and television
investigation). An unusual program in Salt Lake City provides dpnce
instruction in the various high schools. This is possible through the

i
coofteratuin of the University of Utah which has a strong teacher train-
ing program in dance Such course as history and theory of dance,
dance produt non, and nicht 'dual pray ite sessions are atonable in this
praiseworthy program, which is reported in Coming to Our Senses.

Perforniance. With recent retrenchment because of budget cuts,
riiany arts positicsis in the elementary, schools have beep cut or. the
specialists hate been reassigned. Consequently, student performance
opportunities in the elementary school hate ben curtailed.1In some
schools dedicated classroom teachers, who want their students to have
the aesthetic experience of performing, have assumed these f-esponsi-

1 8'
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bilines with excellent resalts. But these are exceptions. Arts specialists
are important, not only for their individual expertise but for the con-
tinuity they can give to a program in which all students will receive
some aesthetic experiences through performing,

Performance at the middle school level is uneven, with some aspects
of the arts nonexistent, while othets are extremely well done. When
this age level bas had good preparation in the elementary school, their
musical performances can be quite good. But ,in other areas, such as

, dance and theater, there are far fewer opportunities for performance!
Performance levels in the arts in the secondary school vary greatly.

Some high schools have art galleries filled with student art and present
theatrical and music performances at a near-professional level. Other
secondary school arts programs range from poor to nonexistent. In
many cases the quality of the performance seems to depend more on the
talent and dedication of individual teachers than on a strong arts cur-
riculum. ,,

Special note should be made of individual schools in the perform-
ing arts. Many such schools could be listed, but the 4-ligh Scholl of
Performing Arti in New York city is exemplary. This school, founded
in 1949, has through the last three decades trained hundreds of young
artists, while at the same time providing them with a sound general
education. Recently, several larger school districts have deleloped
plans for separate schools in the performing arts for those students w ith
special talent.

One area of current interest, in arts education is. the statewide
summdschool of the arts for selected young artists,in different disci-
plines. New York Stale is one of the pioneers in this develdpment,
having recently established summer schools for darite, chorusoorches-/
tra, and other atts areas. Talented students come together/dining the
summer and work under the direction of a Piofessional artist, who
Instills artistic rigor and inspires them to perfoim at the highest level of
which they are capable.

Aesthetic envsronrent rn the schools. Schools are institutions but
they need not jook institutional. If schools are seriouS about aesthetic
education, then they should themselves reflect an aesthetic environ-
ment. Current trends throughput the country seem to be moving in this

c
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direction. 'whether In school buildings. landscaping, or in the corn-
niunity at large. .

Many schools create aysaesthetictenvironment by using corridor
%sails and classioom bulletin boards for exhibiting both student and
commercial art, by piping musk through the halls, and by posting an
nouncements of cultural events in tbe community. In both physical
qducation and dramatics classes teachers arc emphasizing dance as,an
aesthetic experience as well as a physical conditioning activity More
local artists are being invited into schools toohare their creations.
These are only a few of the ways in which schools are surrounding stu-
dents with an aesthetic envirohment.'

Similarly, main communities are becoming muc re conscious

of their 'Dial aesthetic env ironmenv Man; ci s are refurbishing their
downtown areas, and indiv lanais are renovating older homes with
architectural merit. The "re-greening" or uban America in many
metropolitan areas is another example of communities striv ing to en-
halt( e the aesthetic environment. as,0is the painting of wall murals On

4

urban buildings, which enlivens che, once drab surroundings and
creates a sense of pride in the people v. ho live nearby. The profusion of
trees, flovsers, and grassy areas creates a sense of beauty in the ntinds of

all members of the community
Communtcating the idea that beauty exists ruin only in the works of

*
ants's but is also present in our surroundings is an important goal of
aesthetic education in our schools.

I. 4
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Educating Teachers in Aesthetics

We demand... a method of education that is formally and funda-
*At mentally aesthetic . .

Herbert Read
..,

If our schools are to contribute to improving th&civalitz of life of stu-
dents, then, much' more attention must be given to the preparation of
teachers in the areaof aesthetic education. In addition, continuing in-

, service experiencei cati provide the needed knowledge and skillifor in-
legrating aesthetic experiences into the curriculum. .

Preservice education for those who are preparing to Ircorhe teach-
ers in the arts areas should proyide the knowledge and skills that will
enable them 'to integrate their particular discipline into other subjects
in the curriculum. VtilizintArt and music in the history class or in the

, language arts dais are examples of this. At the same time, those who
plan to teach langUage arts, science, and other subjects should,receive
some formal instruction in how the arts can egricti their speciallsubject
matter. Such training at the preservice level would not on)yenrich the
lives of prospective teachers but would also help Ittem to .bring an
aesthetic orientation to the curriculum once they begin teaching.

?.1
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A Balanced Cutriculunri'.in the Art4'

... Americans have available ?4 teem the resources, both of mind
and matteNto build antiupport the finest culture the world has
ever known

Tuinin

1 he basic premise of till's fastback is that if the school,i4leontribute
to the quality of life, it must help students to acquire a'snie of beauty
and to understand the standards that determine beautyrhis is the pur-

pose olaesthetic education.
A balanced curriculum in the arts should be par*of general edu-

cation for all. Such a ctriculum assumes that the learner be, n-
volved in three roles in relation to the arts in later lifekrfor er,
appreciator, and critic. A brief review of these three areas of aestg is

development in school arts programs is included here as a point of de-,
parturr for recommendations for aesthetic education in our schools.

Performance in the various arts is probably the,strongest aspect of
most school arts prbgrams, especially in m' usicand art. In some schools
the theater arts are strong. But there is less attentint given todanceand
creative writing. In the elementary and middle sch2ols most shildreti
have performance 'opportunities for singing, may for 6erforming
with musical instruments, and a smaller number ror appearing in
dramatic productions.

By the time ,pupils reach secondary school% and college, the
emphasis upon performance becomes much more rigorous, and
competitive. Many states have contests in music and theater td deter-

mine the best performing groups, ensembles, orsoloistsAgany colleges
and universities have earned national reputations for their marching
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bands, symphony orc hestras,semi- professional theater productions,
and art exhibits.

The performance dimension of the arts is unquestionably the most
heavily supported aspect of arts education in the U.S. Soirte might
argue that it is overstressed, particularly in secondary,and higher edu-
cation Net erthelcss, Americans can be. primd of the performanie let els
achieved by many schools, both large.and small'. However, there could
be a betterhalance between the expression and impression aspects of
aesthetic Mutation.

The approciatory aspect ol_the artsreceivel. some'attention in the
curriculum. Elementary and middle schools offer some basic exPeri-
entes in music and art ay eciation, as do most colleges and adult edu-
cation' centers. Some secondary schools offer music 'and art apprecia-
tion and history ditirses as electives. While enrollment in such courses
is not large:they do provide an opportunity for young people to per-
ceye and experience artistic works at their own level of sophisticluion.
,School - community cooperation pros ides adaitional appreciation
experiences through assts to art galleries and by attending local drama
proiluctions and ntusi concerts.

It is in the arts ticism aspect of aesthetic educatiolithat American
schools are ratably the weakest. It could be.argued that it is not nec-
essary to be able to criticize a performance in order to enjoy it. How=
et er, since criticism is the most sophisticated let eltof aesthetic develop-

ment, it cannot be ignored an the total aesthetic education program.
The individual who perceit es art but is unable to evaluate it or the
music-al performer who plays 1,11 but.doesn't underMind what he is
try mg to express are both ill-equipped fo'profit fully from the aesthetic

-k. experience.hence. The skills of criticism are basic and necessary components
in aesthetic development

It is difficult to pinpoint at what developmental stage the skills of
artistic criticism evolve. Elitists in the arts would contend that until a
person has a broad and profound knowledge of a field, criticism is not
possible. Yet, when a kindergartener comments that the arum beat in a
particular piecebf music is too loud, he is making a critical judgment,
Combining previous experience with his intellect, this kindergartener
is making a qualitative judgment of an artistic work. Criticism, then,
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should be an intrinsic aspect of aesthetic education from elementary
\ school through higher education.

. .

Recommendations for a BalanCed Arts Curriculum
A balanced curriculum in aesthetic education must provide'experi-

ences for students in their roles as performers, appreciators, and critics.
Such expertenfes can occur within_ the broad general educational'
framework pf the school and within spetific arts education areas. The
following recommendations, while not intended to be exhauitive, sug-,

gest way that can eilfai-1-1 e the quality of lifc.through aesthetic educa-.
tion. is .

I. 'Schools' should reflect an environment conducive to, aesthetic
development. Understanding and learning standards of taste tan occur
bestWithin an aesthetic setting. The architecture of the school and such
simple matters as maintaining clean floors and walls create an environ-
ment in which a&l can experience joy as they are involved in the learn-
ing procesL Every classroom should be a place of beauty so that every
individual, whether child, adolescent, or adult, can see that beauty is
important in everyday life. .

2. Teacher education programs should give more emphasis to the

integration ()farts into_general education. Special arts teachers should
be trained ip more than one arts' field in order that they can work with

classroom eat hers in elenientary, middle, and secondary schools Reg-
ular classr 1c) M teachers should receive some experiences in the arts in
their teat er preparation programs i.n4order to integrate various arts
reas Into the curriculum with the support of special istsphi addition,
II teachers should be sensitized to the importance of the broader aes-

c aspects of the learning environment. ..

The schools should increase their efforts to coordinate formal
Uniting aesthetic education in the community. A committee

of school personnel, arts representatives, and other inter-
ested persons could be established to survey the community for human

1

and physical resources that could contribute to the aesthetic educa-
f. 1

, -44onal program. The school should permit outside groups to use its
,

, 'facilities for communitywide arts programs. Local artists should be
invited to participate in school and community efforts in the arts.

3.

nd co



Perfunnanc e opportio tie mould be pros tiled for those nult-
rs ithials who are less. apable I c mrposeorperforming is not only to,
express oneself but to pert eiye. d appreciate yarions.art forms. Yet
most performance opportunities a e currently giYen to those who are

, more talented. There should be inc eased opportunities for less cap-
able inch% !duals. vs who would better understand andiapprectate the art
fornj by performing It. Thus, middle st larol youngsters who are not
polished instrumentalists should bast sonic ipportunity 'akar= m
a bandAY hit is will help theta bet ome beta.: per«.ivers of Itheperform-

' antes of othel-s:
5: Theie should be more emphasis ow the impression (perception)

aspects of aesthetics in schools. Since a far greater percentage of adults
enjoy the arts as perceivers rather thin as performers, mort attention in
Jest-hairMutation programs should be given to deYelowag abilities
of perception. Stu h emphasis does hot preclude a continue concern
for performance. since ninth perception comes through performing.

6. If students are to become critics of the arts as well as performers
and apprec talon, more emphasis must tiNiven to teaching the criteria
for evaluating and analyzing the carious arts. This aspect of aesthetic.

' education is 'uglily cog9itiye to nature and pros ides the;foonclation
fqr raising the (ttitural level of our society.

These basic recommendations for asthetit edusation. if followed,
could result in a Vila:iced school arts program. The are well within
the realm of possibility', in fat t, some of them are cur en tly takiu plat e

in many areas of the country. The challenge now is extend t em to
improve the quality of life for all the nation.
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